INTRODUCTION
Accurate segregation of chromosomes during mitosis relies on the existence and integrity of centromeres, chromosomal regions that are epigenetically determined by nucleosomes containing the histone H3 variant centromere protein A (CENP-A) (Cleveland et al., 2003) . After the genome replicates in S phase, all CENP-A molecules redistribute to two sister chromatids, thus the total number of CENP-A molecules per centromere is reduced by half. It is therefore necessary to replenish the amount of CENP-A molecules at each centromere in every cell cycle, to ensure the stable inheritance of centromere identity over many generations of cell divisions. In mammals, new CENP-A proteins synthesized in the previous cell cycle are loaded at each centromere during the early G1 phase of the next cell cycle (Jansen et al., 2007) . Many factors have been identified to be responsible for the initiation and execution of recruiting newly synthesized CENP-A molecules to the centromeres (Dunleavy et al., 2009; Foltz et al., 2009; Fujita et al., 2007; Maddox et al., 2007; McKinley and Cheeseman, 2014; Moree et al., 2011; Silva et al., 2012) ; among them is the Holliday junction recognition protein (HJURP) that functions as a chaperone to assemble new CENP-A molecules into nucleosomes (Barnhart et al., 2011) . However, it remains unclear how new CENP-A molecules become stably incorporated into centromeric nucleosomes.
The male germ cell Rac GTPase-activating protein (MgcRacGAP), as well the small Rho GTPases under its regulation, Cdc42 and Rac1, have been shown to be essential for stabilizing newly loaded CENP-A at centromeres (Lagana et al., 2010) . The diaphanous formin (mDia) proteins are important small Rho GTPase effectors and can regulate cytoskeletal dynamics by stabilizing microtubules and nucleating filamentous actin in a linear fashion (Chesarone et al., 2010) . Previously we have reported that formin mDia2 is required for maintaining CENP-A levels at the centromere Mao, 2017) . Importantly, overexpressing a constitutively active form of mDia2 can rescue defective centromeric CENP-A levels caused by depleting MgcRacGAP. Nevertheless, the mechanisms by which mDia2 functions to promote stable CENP-A loading remains elusive. Among all three members of the mammalian diaphanous formin family, only mDia2, but not mDia1 or 3, can redistribute extensively from the cytoplasm to the nucleus and can biochemically associate with a number of nuclear proteins including histones and topoisomerases via its formin homology (FH) 2 domain (Daou et al., 2014; Miki et al., 2009) . Inside the nucleus, mDia2 can effectively nucleate filamentous actin polymers . Accumulating evidence demonstrates that filamentous actin polymerized inside the nucleus plays important roles in regulating chromosome dynamics, including repositioning of chromosomal loci (Dundr et al., 2007) , initiation of DNA replication (Parisis et al., 2017) , response to and repair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) (Belin et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017) , interactions with chromatin remodeling complexes (Andrin and Hendzel, 2004; Rando et al., 2002) , and cross talk with important epigenetic enzymes (Serebryannyy et al., 2016) . Of particular interest is the recent observation of filamentous nuclear actin with chromobodies right after mitotic exit during nuclear volume expansion and chromatin decondensation (Baarlink et al., 2017) , which shares a similar time window of CENP-A loading in early G1. It is therefore intriguing to ask whether nuclear actin polymerized by mDia2 directly contributes to the stable loading of CENP-A at G1 centromeres.
Using a utrophin-based probe that visualizes polymeric nuclear actin, here we provide direct evidence that mDia2 is required for polymerizing nuclear actin in G1 and that polymerization-competent nuclear actin is required for maintaining CENP-A levels at the centromere. Importantly, both mDia2 and nuclear actin are required to restrict centromere movement during CENP-A loading, and the absence of nuclear actin or MgcRacGAP results in prolonged centromere association of HJURP, the molecular chaperone that transiently localizes to the centromere to assemble new CENP-A nucleosomes.
RESULTS

Formin mDia2 Is Required for the Formation of Short and Dynamic Nuclear Actin Filaments Visualized by the Utr230-EGFP-NLS Probe in G1 Phase
We have shown that the formin mDia2 and its nuclear localization are required to maintain CENP-A levels at centromeres . However, whether this novel role for mDia2 requires mDia2-mediated nuclear actin polymerization remains unresolved. Although latrunculin A or cytochalasin D treatment does not affect CENP-A levels at centromeres (Lagana et al., 2010) , actin in the nucleus can form short oligomers or other forms of structures that are less sensitive to drug treatment Gonsior et al., 1999; McDonald et al., 2006; Schoenenberger et al., 2005) . To examine if there are actin filaments inside the nucleus concurrent with CENP-A loading, a utrophin-based nuclear actin probe, Utr230-EGFP-NLS (nuclear localization signal)  Table S1 ), was transiently expressed in synchronized HeLa cells transfected with mDia2 or GAPDH (control) small interfering RNA ( Figure 1A ; Table S2 ). Short-term live cell imaging revealed that about 40% of control G1 cells showed dynamic and short nuclear actin filaments with a typical ''nuclear puncta'' pattern. In contrast, the percentage of cells with nuclear puncta pattern was significantly reduced upon mDia2 depletion (Figures 1B and 1C; Video S1) . Longer term live cell imaging from mitotic exit all the way into G1 was also carried out with cells stably expressing Utr230-EGFP-NLS. Apparent nuclear punctate signals of Utr230-EGFP-NLS were observed after cells enter G1 (approximately 46 min after anaphase onset on average), and once they appeared the punctate signals inside the nucleus remain visible for 176 min on average, although individual punctum did not necessarily persist throughout the whole time ( Figures 1D, 1E , and S1; Videos S2 and S3). However, the occurrence and duration of nuclear punctate Utr230-EGFP-NLS were significantly reduced upon mDia2 depletion ( Figures 1D, 1E , and S1; Video S2). To further examine at higher resolution the localization of these nuclear puncta in relation to centromeres, synchronized early G1 cells stably expressing Utr230-EGFP-NLS were fixed and stained for centromere marker (ACA). Remarkably, nuclear actin polymers visualized by the Utr230-EGFP-NLS probe, although exhibit punctate morphology throughout the nucleoplasm, have apparent enrichment in the vicinity of some but not all centromeres in the nucleus ( Figure 1F ; Video S4), and both the intensity enrichment of Utr230-EGFP-NLS adjacent to centromeres and the percentage of centromeres with adjacent Utr230-EGFP-NLS puncta per nucleus were significantly reduced upon mDia2 depletion ( Figures 1F-1H ). These results support the existence of short and dynamic nuclear actin polymers in early G1 cells concurrent with CENP-A loading, dependent on mDia2.
To examine whether actin polymerization activity is required for mDia2 function in stable CENP-A assembly we used quantitative imaging and the integrated nuclear CENP-A (INCA) algorithm that we developed for automated measurement . K853A mutation was introduced to the FH2 domain of fulllength mDia2, as this mutant is known to be defective in actin polymerization (Bartolini et al., 2008) . Similar to the actin mutations in the constitutively active mDia2-FH1FH2 fragment (Bartolini et al., 2008; , K853A mutation in full-length mDia2 failed to restore the decreased CENP-A levels at centromeres upon depleting endogenous mDia2 (Figures S2A and S2B) . This further supports that the actin nucleation activity of mDia2 is important for its role in CENP-A loading. The last frame before anaphase onset was aligned to be time point 00:00 (hr:min). Images were identically scaled over time for both control and mDia2 knockdown. Apparent cytoplasmic aggregates sometimes already exist even in mitosis. Scale bar, 10 mm. See also Videos S2 and S3.
(E) Whisker-Tukey boxplots quantifying the duration of the appearance of nuclear punctate Utr230-EGFP-NLS per cell. The center bars denote the median, and the + marks denote the mean. The p value was computed using two-tailed t test. Total measurement of 31 control cells and 31 mDia2 knockdown cells. See also Figure S1 . (F) Representative immunofluorescence images showing colocalization between nuclear Utr230-EGFP-NLS puncta and ACA (centromere marker) in G1 cells, with control or mDia2 siRNA transfection. Scale bar, 10 mm. Insets are 23 magnified with color-coded border for either Utr230-EGFP-NLS (green) or ACA (magenta). See also Video S4.
(G) Whisker-Tukey boxplots showing the enrichment of Utr230-EGFP-NLS in the vicinity of centromeres by quantifying the ratio of the intensity of Utr230-EGFP-NLS at all centromeres in a given nucleus over the nucleoplasmic intensity of Utr230-EGFP-NLS (excluded from centromeres). Each data point is the measurement for one centromere. The center bars denote the median, and the + marks denote the mean. The p value was computed using two-tailed t test. To test the hypothesis that filamentous nuclear actin polymerized by mDia2 directly participates in stable CENP-A incorporation at the centromere, we set out altering the pool of actin inside the nucleus. Importin 9 (IPO9) has been shown to be responsible for shuttling actin monomers into the nucleus (Dopie et al., 2012) . Knocking down IPO9 depletes the pool of actin proteins inside the nucleus, but neither does it change the total amount of YFP-CENP-A or untagged CENP-A proteins nor does it alter the relative distribution of CENP-A proteins in the cytoplasm or nucleus upon cellular fractionation (Figures 2A, 2B , and S2C). To evaluate only the ''loading'' machineries of CENP-A at centromeres, we expressed NLS-tagged actin constructs that accumulate in the nucleus independent of IPO9 (Belin et al., 2015) ( Figure S2D ). Like nuclear actin polymers visualized by Utr230-EGFP-NLS, wild-type NLS-FLAG-actin shows short punctate filaments inside the nucleus, whereas the polymerization-incompetent R62D mutant remains mostly diffusive in cells depleted of IPO9 ( Figure S2D ). IPO9 depletion resulted in a CENP-A loading phenotype comparable to that caused by mDia2 depletion. Significantly, the wild-type polymerizable actin tagged with NLS can effectively restore the reduced CENP-A levels upon IPO9 depletion, whereas the nonpolymerizable R62D mutant of actin cannot ( Figures 2C and 2D ). These results collectively suggest that actin polymerization inside the nucleus is essential for the stable maintenance of CENP-A levels at centromeres. Dynamic and short nuclear actin filaments can potentially regulate nuclear events by providing mechanical inputs that either actively transport cargos or help organize nuclear contents. Upon telomere damage, it has been shown that telomere movement is enhanced, which is likely to facilitate DNA repair (Chen et al., 2013; Dimitrova et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008) . To test whether mDia2-mediated nuclear actin polymers affect centromere movement during new CENP-A loading, single-particle tracking of centromere movement was performed in early G1 nuclei by filming HeLa cells stably expressing YFP-CENP-A at relatively high sampling frequency during initial CENP-A loading ( Figure 3A and Video S5).
Trajectories of these loci in control cells displayed relatively confined movement ( Figure 3B ), with anomalous diffusion over the timescale of initial CENP-A loading in early G1, about 25-200 min post anaphase onset. The confined centromere motion, however, is significantly impaired upon mDia2 or IPO9 knockdown ( Figures 3A, 3B , and S3), with relative apparent diffusion coefficients elevated by 22.1% and 22.6%, respectively ( Figure 3D ), implying that either mDia2 or IPO9 depletion could be perturbing the same pathway. In particular, long-range centromere movements over the scale of several micrometers were occasionally observed in mDia2 or IPO9 knockdowns but not in control cells (Video S5). Thus the formin mDia2 and nuclear actin are required for the relatively confined movement of centromeres on the timescale of CENP-A loading in early G1. Furthermore, intensity profiling of individual tracks showed that the relative YFP-CENP-A loading ratio in control cells was significantly higher than that in mDia2 or IPO9 knockdown cells ( Figures 3C and 3D ), supporting that mDia2 and nuclear actin are essential for new CENP-A loading.
MgcRacGAP, like mDia2, Is Required for Apparent CENP-A Loading in Early G1
It has been reported that a small GTPase signaling pathway utilizing the GTPase-activating protein (GAP) MgcRacGAP is essential for the stable maintenance of new CENP-A levels at centromeres (Lagana et al., 2010) . We have previously shown that overexpressing a constitutively active fragment of mDia2 can rescue defective CENP-A levels at the centromere caused by MgcRacGAP depletion, suggesting an epistasis where mDia2 could work downstream of MgcRacGAP pathway . However, MgcRacGAP has been observed to have apparent centromere enrichment during late G1 (Lagana et al., 2010) , when active new CENP-A loading supposedly has finished. To address this apparent inconsistency, we performed high-resolution ratiometric live cell imaging after directly depleting MgcRacGAP, to examine the temporal requirement of the MgcRacGAP-dependent small GTPase pathway during CENP-A loading. Depleting MgcRacGAP caused apparent CENP-A loading defects in live cells going through early G1 phase: in the absence of MgcRacGAP, the increase in YFP-CENP-A levels at individual centromeres cannot be maintained despite an initial slight increase within 2 hr after anaphase onset (Figures 4A and 4B ; Video S6). Non-linear regression using a first-order reaction model predicted a substantially lower plateau (maximum) loading amount that is approximately 50% of the normal loading amount, as well as higher rate constant, consistent with attempted yet failed loading behaviors ( Figure 4C ). These data agree with the phenotype caused by mDia2 depletion, thus by revealing the temporal requirement of the MgcRacGAP-dependent small GTPase pathway, they support the epistatic relationship between MgcRacGAP and mDia2 in early G1 phase. 
Endogenous mDia2 Acts Downstream of the MgcRacGAP-Dependent GTPase Signaling Pathway to Ensure Ordinary CENP-A Levels at Centromeres
To further confirm that endogenous mDia2 indeed functions downstream of the MgcRacGAP-dependent small Rho GTPase molecular switch, we introduced exogenous fragment of the Dia autoinhibition domain (DAD) of mDia2 into cells depleted of MgcRacGAP. DAD fragment can bind to the Dia-interacting domain (DID) of endogenous mDia2 with high affinity, and thus ectopically opens up the otherwise auto-inhibited endogenous mDia2 due to a lack of small Rho GTPase binding to the GTPase-binding domain at the N terminus ( Figure 4D ) (Kovar, 2006; . A point mutation (L1168G) was introduced in the nuclear exporting signal (NES)-like motif of DAD such that this fragment shifts its cytosolic distribution into the nucleus Miki et al., 2009) . Another point mutation (M1141A) at the core of DAD abolishes its interaction with DID , thus the combination of L1168G and M1141A serves as an ''inactive'' control ( Figure 4E ). As expected, centromeric CENP-A levels were significantly reduced upon knocking down MgcRacGAP. Importantly, the decrease of CENP-A levels can be rescued by co-expressing DAD-L1168G, but not the DAD-L1168G-inactive fragment ( Figures 4F and 4G ). Because the DAD fragment per se is not necessary for restoring centromeric CENP-A levels upon depleting endogenous mDia2 , the results here suggest an epistatic relationship between the upstream MgcRacGAP-based small GTPase signaling and downstream endogenous mDia2 in maintaining CENP-A levels at the centromeres.
Centromere Association of HJURP Is Prolonged upon Depleting IPO9 or MgcRacGAP
To further understand how mDia2-mediated nuclear actin polymers, which lie downstream of the MgcRacGAP pathway, affect CENP-A loading, we looked at molecular machineries directly responsible for CENP-A assembly. New CENP-A loading during early G1 requires HJURP, the molecular chaperone with CENP-A nucleosome assembly activity (Barnhart et al., 2011) . HJURP transiently localizes to the centromere, and thus only a subset of G1 nuclei have HJURP-positive centromeres (Dunleavy et al., 2009; Foltz et al., 2009) . We have previously shown that mDia2 depletion results in higher indices of G1 nuclei with HJURP-positive centromeres, which can be caused by reduced HJUPR turnover, and the prolonged association of HJURP molecules with the centromere could prevent further association of HJURP carrying new CENP-A, thus resulting in CENP-A loading defects . If mDia2 indeed promotes stable CENP-A loading by polymerizing nuclear actin, disrupting nuclear actin would result in similar phenotype regarding HJURP turnover compared with mDia2 depletion. To test this, we depleted IPO9 in synchronized cells stably expressing EGFP-HJURP. Quantitative measurement revealed that the fluorescence intensities of EGFP-HJURP on individual centromeres are not affected upon IPO9 depletion, but the percentage of cells with HJURP-positive centromeres are significantly increased (Figures 5 and S4 ), a phenotype similar to that of mDia2 depletion. Notably, the increased percentage of cells with HJURP-positive centromeres upon IPO9 depletion are significantly reduced upon co-expressing the NLS-tagged actin, which accumulates in the nucleus independent of IPO9 ( Figures 5C and 5D ). These data are consistent with a pathway wherein mDia2 promotes stable CENP-A loading via nuclear actin, such that disrupting this pathway results (E) Localization of engineered DAD fragments. Wild-type DAD fragment is extruded from the nucleus, and a point mutation, L1168G, in a nuclear exporting signal (NES)-like motif caused its nuclear accumulation. M1041A is a mutation in the core region that makes the DAD fragment unable to stimulate endogenous mDia2 activation. Scale bar, 10 mm. in prolonged HJURP dwelling and reduced HJURP turnover at the centromere, which lead to defective CENP-A loading . Importantly, the same phenotype of increased percentage of cells with HJURP-positive centromeres was observed by depleting MgcRacGAP, and this phenotype is effectively rescued by co-expressing DAD-L1168G, which ectopically activates endogenous mDia2 even in the absence of MgcRacGAP. These data indicate that mDia2-polymerized nuclear actin functions on the same pathway as the MgcRacGAP-dependent small GTPase signaling to promote stable CENP-A loading via timely HJURP turnover (Lagana et al., 2010) (Figure 6 ).
DISCUSSION
Faithful transmission of chromosomes during mitosis requires the stable maintenance of centromeres, whose identity is epigenetically defined by a finite number of CENP-A-containing nucleosomes (Bodor et al., 2014) . In this work, we show that the cytoskeletal protein formin mDia2 is required for the formation of short dynamic nuclear actin filaments that are enriched in close proximity to centromeres in early G1, and nuclear actin polymers are required for maintaining CENP-A levels at the centromere. Notably, both mDia2 and nuclear actin are important for the relatively constrained centromere movement during CENP-A loading. Also, the lack of nuclear actin or MgcRacGAP results in prolonged centromere association of the CENP-A loading chaperone HJURP, which can be rescued with polymerization-competent NLS-actin or ectopically activated endogenous mDia2, respectively. These results support the idea that formin mDia2, by acting downstream of the MgcRacGAP-dependent signaling pathway, polymerizes short nuclear actin filaments to ensure the stable loading of CENP-A in early G1. This is achieved at least in part by restricting the movement of centromeres during CENP-A loading so that the HJURP-mediated new CENP-A assembly reactions can be productive. The formin mDia2 therefore connects the upstream MgcRacGAP-dependent signaling pathway to the downstream physicochemical environment at each centromere, to facilitate the stable marking of centromeres' epigenetic identities ( Figure 6 ).
Our results connect mDia2 directly to the upstream signaling pathway that has been shown to stabilize newly loaded CENP-A at the centromeres. A small Rho GTPase signaling pathway has been identified to be essential for stable maintenance of CENP-A levels at the centromeres. Depletion of the GAP MgcRacGAP, the guanine nucleotide exchange factor ECT2, as well as the downstream small GTPases Cdc42 and Rac1 result in 50% reduction of centromeric CENP-A levels (Lagana et al., 2010) , suggesting that the small GTPase cycling is important in maintaining centromeric CENP-A. Notably, it has been shown that MgcRacGAP only starts to have obvious centromere localization until late G1 (Lagana et al., 2010) . By contrast, mDia2, a candidate effector downstream of the MgcRacGAP-dependent signaling pathway, is required for loading new CENP-A in early G1 . This obvious discrepancy is addressed in this work by the ectopic induction of endogenous mDia2 in the background of MgcRacGAP depletion, as well as by direct live imaging of YFP-CENP-A loading dynamics in the absence of MgcRacGAP. Importantly, our results support an epistatic relationship between MgcRacGAP and mDia2 and reveal that MgcRacGAP is required for CENP-A loading in early G1, consistent with the temporal requirement of mDia2 during CENP-A loading. It is possible that modest levels of MgcRacGAP already exist at early G1 centromere (before its fluorescence signal at the centromere becomes apparently distinguishable from the background) to regulate small Rho GTPase signaling, which then activates mDia2 to polymerize nuclear actin, ensuring stable incorporation of new CENP-A via HJURP. Accordingly, centromeric localization of MgcRacGAP at later G1 could represent a separate function that can be potentially uncovered using temporally resolved optogenetic perturbations (Niopek et al., 2016) .
As a downstream effector of the MgcRacGAP-dependent signaling pathway, formin mDia2 can both stabilize microtubules and nucleate linear F-actin (Chesarone et al., 2010) . The fact that the K853A mutant of mDia2, while maintaining its microtubule stabilization activity (Bartolini et al., 2008) , failed to replace endogenous mDia2 in maintaining CENP-A levels at the centromeres supports the idea that the actin nucleation activity of mDia2 is important for its role in CENP-A loading. Stable maintenance of CENP-A levels at the centromere relies on the nuclear distribution of mDia2 , and our results here indicate that mDia2 is required for the timely appearance of dynamic, short actin filaments inside the nucleus during the time window when new CENP-A proteins are loaded at centromeres. Depleting nuclear actin by knocking down IPO9 has revealed that nuclear actin itself is important for CENP-A loading at the centromeres. Because actin exists in two pools at equilibrium-the monomer pool and the polymer pool-it has been debated whether actin polymerization inside the nucleus functions by simply depleting the monomer pool, or in contrast, by actually doing mechanical work with the polymerized filaments. The first hypothesis is supported by the observation that actin polymerization inside the nucleus releases the inhibitory effect of monomeric actin on megakaryocytic acute leukemia protein, a cofactor for the transcriptional factor serum response factor Plessner et al., 2015) . However, monomer removal seems not to be the main reason behind the role of nuclear actin polymerization in CENP-A loading. If monomer removal is the primary mechanism required for mDia2-dependent CENP-A loading, knocking down IPO9 (by which both monomer and polymer pools of nuclear actin are depleted [Belin et al., 2015] ) would not result in the same phenotypes compared with filament inhibition achieved by mDia2 depletion. Meanwhile, the fact that the NLS-tagged polymerizable actin but not its nonpolymerizable counterpart effectively restored CENP-A levels, and that Utr230-EGFP-NLS-probed nuclear actin polymers is enriched at centromeres, suggests that it is the filament-specific functions that participate in regulating stable CENP-A maintenance. Similar to our findings, it has been shown that the filament-specific functions of nuclear actin are required for efficient clearance of DNA DSBs, although via an mDia1/2-independent but Formin-2-dependent mechanism (Belin et al., 2015) . Alongside the different choices of formin proteins in these processes, the polymerized nuclear actin filaments we observed in early G1 cell nuclei have different morphology compared with those observed upon methyl methanesulfonate-induced DNA damage, using the same Utr230-EGFP-NLS probe. On one hand, this implicates a diversified usage of nucleators for actin polymerization involved in different chromosomal functions; on the other hand, as it has been suggested that CENP-A can be recruited to sites of DSB under specific conditions (Zeitlin et al., 2009) , it could be interesting to examine the potential link between centromere maintenance and DSB response/ repair by testing the role of mDia2-mediated nuclear actin during CENP-A recruitment to DSBs under those specific conditions.
Nuclear actin polymerization has also been recently reported to play important roles during mitotic exit by promoting nuclear volume expansion and chromatin decondensation (Baarlink et al., 2017) . Specifically, a transient pool of nuclear F-actin has been visualized by anti-actin chromobody fused with GFP-NLS (nAC-GFP) or by shuttling actin-chromobody (sAC-GFP). These chromobody-visualized filaments appear right after daughter cell nuclei reformation (within about 7 min after anaphase) and persist for 60-70 min in early G1 nuclei before being disassembled. What we observed here using the Utr230-EGFP-NLS nuclear actin probe appeared different from the chromobody-visualized nuclear actin filaments in several ways. First, the typical lengths of nuclear actin filaments visualized by chromobodies are over several micronmeters, and such morphology was not observed with Utr230-EGFP-NLS upon mitotic exit. Second, the typical time window for the initial observation of nuclei with Utr230-EGFP-NLS puncta is much delayed than that with chromobody-labeled filaments. Third, the total duration for nuclear punctate Utr230-EGFP-NLS signals to be present in a nucleus is much longer than that for nuclear chromobody-labeled filaments and covers the bulk of time spent on CENP-A loading . Therefore, what we observed here could reflect a different pool of nuclear actin polymers that appear later but persist longer to facilitate CENP-A loading. Indeed, it has been shown that the chromobody-visualized actin filaments in early G1 is regulated by cofilin but not mDia2, whereas we show here that the Utr230-EGFP-NLS-visualized puncta in G1 require mDia2. Furthermore, nuclear volume expansion, as a proposed role of the chromobody-visualized actin filaments, is sensitive to cytochalasin D and latrunculin B, whereas Utr230-EGFP-NLS-visualized puncta remain inert to those drugs and CENP-A levels at centromeres remain the same after treatment by cytochalasin or latrunculin (Lagana et al., 2010) . It remains interesting to examine the spatiotemporal relationship between the nuclear actin polymers visualized by chromobodies and those by Utr230-EGFP-NLS, especially in the presence of fluorescently labeled centromere markers in live cells going through G1 phase.
Short and dynamic nuclear actin filaments can potentially regulate nuclear processes through two major mechanisms that involve mechanical work: (1) modulating the mobility or organization of chromatins and (2) delivering other assembly factors essential for CENP-A loading, or sequestering inhibitory factors that would otherwise suppress CENP-A loading. These two scenarios are not mutually exclusive. Although a sequestering role is consistent with a lack of obvious localization of mDia2 at the centromere, further biochemical experiments are needed to examine potential interactomes of mDia2 in G1 nuclei. A role in delivering assembly factors is inconsistent with the fact that at least the recruitment of HJURP at G1 centromeres is not affected upon the depletion of mDia2 , IPO9, or MgcRacGAP. Finally, a role in regulating the movement or spatial organization of chromosome/chromatin is supported by the apparent change in the subdiffusive behaviors of centromeres upon mDia2 or IPO9 knockdown, correlated with defective CENP-A loading. The subdiffusive motion itself is consistent with the hypothesized local reaction chambers that greatly enhance chemical efficiency (Robson et al., 2012) . Physically, this phenomenon is consistent with relatively stable chromosome territories (Gerlich et al., 2003) and the fractal globule model (Mirny, 2011) , in particular the quickly reestablished chromosomal long-range cis-contacts and the topologically associated domain insulation in early G1 (Nagano et al., 2017) . Indeed, we have observed several long-range centromere movements in mDia2-or IPO9-depleted cells (Video S5). Whether these observations reflect perturbed, global changes in chromosomal organizations or mobility in mDia2-or IPO9-depleted cells remains to be investigated, and one potential future direction is to use live imaging to track other chromosome regions marked by the lacO/LacI-GFP system (Ding and Hiraoka, 2017) or the GFPtagged endonuclease-deficient Cas9 (dCas9) system (Chen et al., 2013) . Meanwhile, the confined movement of centromeric chromatin is consistent with recent findings that heterochromatin-rich areas inside the nucleus show less movement compared with other chromosomal domains (Nozaki et al., 2017) . Heterochromatin domain formation is mediated by phase separation of heterochromatin proteins including HP1a (Larson et al., 2017; Strom et al., 2017) , which colocalizes with CENP-A at the centromere (Bá rtová et al., 2005) . It remains to be examined whether formin-mediated nuclear actin network affects the liquid properties exhibited by heterochromatin domains. In addition, it remains to be tested whether the movement of centromeres per se affects CENP-A loading, potentially by perturbing phase separation that occurs at centromeric heterochromatin (Shin et al., 2017; Strom et al., 2017) , or by ectopically moving centromeres with optogenetic tools (Ballister et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2017) .
The epigenetic inheritance of chromosomal landscapes in eukaryotes often requires the integration of signaling pathways and spatial organization in the nucleus (Bickmore and van Steensel, 2013) . Collectively, our results suggest a mode of regulation where nuclear actin polymerized by formin mDia2 contributes to the physical confinement of early G1 centromeres, and such confinement is essential for the efficient HJURP-mediated assembly reactions of new CENP-A. Formin mDia2 therefore could function as a link between upstream small GTPase signaling and the downstream viscoelastic local environment surrounding centromeres, to regulate the stable marking of centromere's epigenetic identity. Given the many recently identified chromatin-associated biomolecular condensates that phase-separate from the rest of the nucleus (Cho et al., 2018; Chong et al., 2018; Plys and Kingston, 2018; Sabari et al., 2018) , it is intriguing to speculate whether the motion-restricted G1 centromeres and the associated nuclear actin puncta are part of certain phase-separated condensates that provide an organization necessary for productive nucleosome assembly reactions.
Limitations of the Study
Although the present evidence suggests that disruption of cargos of IPO9 other than actin is not likely to play a role in causing defective CENP-A loading, direct examination of other factors (such as HJURP) would be required to conclusively rule out side effects of IPO9 depletion. YFP-CENP-A is the only fluorescently labeled centromere marker available in hand for live imaging, thus rescue experiments for the centromere movement assay are currently not possible due to the lack of additional fluorescent centromere markers. Finally, although the present data provide some insight into a potential epistatic relationship between MgcRacGAP and mDia2, additional investigation is required to identify the exact mechanisms involved.
METHODS
All methods can be found in the accompanying Transparent Methods supplemental file. 
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